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CARPENTRY PLANER BEAM PLANER 300RH

€1 .900,00 (excl. VAT)

The carpentry planer Beam Planer 300RH is fully made of aluminum and perfect for working with both dry
and humid wood.

SKU: 0BM300RH
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The Beam Planer 300RH is fully made of aluminum. Therefore it is light and handy, at the same time being
perfect for heavy duty works.

The powerful motor, the sharp front edge and the front shavings exhaust make the machine perfectly operable
while working with both dry and humid wood without clamming the slot due to the large amount of shavings.

This allows for the planing of long beams in one go.

An adapter can be installed for lateral waste exhaust.

The planer can easily be adjusted by means of a lever, which allows for it to stay smooth and precise, even
after long use.
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The 300RH is the perfect partner for every carpenter on a construction site.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Aluminum construction
Powerful 2150 W motor

Very high rpm
Planing width 300 mm

Perfect for working with both dry and humid wood
Extraction of shavings through the large exhaust at the front, allowing for the planing of long beams in

one go
Planing depth (0 - 4 mm) can easily be adjusted by means of an eccentric lever

DESCRIPTION

The Beam Planer 300RH is fully made of aluminum. Therefore it is light and handy, at the same time being
perfect for heavy duty works. The powerful motor, the sharp front edge and the front shavings exhaust make
the machine perfectly operable while working with both dry and humid wood without clamming the slot due to
the large amount of shavings. This allows for the planing of long beams in one go. An adapter can be installed

for lateral waste exhaust. The planer can easily be adjusted by means of a lever, which allows for it to stay
smooth and precise, even after long use. The 300RH is the perfect partner for every carpenter on a construction

site.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 13 kg

Input Power 2150 W

Voltage 230 V

Planing width 300 mm
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Planing depth 0-4 mm

Speed planer 15,000 rpm

Length 560 mm


